3D observation of chromosome scaffold structure using a 360° electron tomography sample holder.
The chromosome scaffold is considered to be a key structure of the mitotic chromosome. It plays a vital role in chromosome condensation, shaping the X-shaped structure of the mitotic chromosome, and also provides flexibility for chromosome movement during cell division. However, it remains to be elucidated how the chromosome scaffold organizes the mitotic chromosome and how it supports shaping the structure of the chromosome during metaphase. Here we present a new technique that enables the observation of the chromosome scaffold structure in metaphase chromosomes from any direction, by transferring an isolated chromosome to a 360° rotational holder for electron tomography (ET). The chromosome was stained with immunogold-labeled condensin complex, one of the major chromosome scaffold proteins and then observed in three dimensions using ET. Using the locations of gold nanoparticles to visualize the underlying structure, the tomograms we obtained reveal the patterns of chromosome scaffold organization, which appears to consist of a helical structure that serves to organize chromatin loops into the metaphase chromosome.